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Twin-variant reorientation-induced large magnetoresistance effect in Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{29}$Ga$_{21}$ single crystal
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We report a significant magnetoresistance (MR) effect arisen from magnetic field-induced reorientation of martensitic twin variants in a ferromagnetic shape memory Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{29}$Ga$_{21}$ single crystal. The measured electrical resistivity shows large anisotropy and the measured MR value is as large as 25% over the wide temperature range of 230-315 K at a moderate magnetic field of 1.2 T. It is found that a proper combination of the initial state of martensitic twin variants and the direction and magnitude of applied magnetic field can give rise to either positive or negative MR value of ~25%, thus allowing a periodic modulation of the MR effect in response to varying the spatial angle between the directions of applied magnetic field and electric current for every 180°. © 2010 American Institute of Physics [doi:10.1063/1.3480794]

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in Fe/Cr multilayers, the study of magnetoresistance (MR) effect in magnetic materials has been greatly intensified in recent years for potential applications in magnetic heads and data storages. In fact, the MR effect in different materials can have different underlying mechanisms. For instances, spin-dependent scattering of conduction electrons is responsible for GMR in magnetic multilayers and granular thin films, while modification of electronic band structure by spin-dependent scattering for the bulks and electric current induced first-order magnetic and/or crystal-phase transition is in charge of MR in some bulk intermetallic compounds.

More recently, the MR effect has been observed in some half-metallic Heusler alloys with the general formula Ni$_2$Mn$_{1-x}$X$_{1+x}$ (where X is a sp-element such as Sn, Sb, In, etc.) and in some Heusler-type ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (such as Ni–Mn–Ga alloys). In particular, the reported MR effect in these Heusler alloys is basically in polycrystalline bulks and thin films with either positive or negative MR value, depending on applied magnetic field and (low) temperature. It is argued that the underlying mechanisms are mainly governed by the s-d scattering for the bulks and the spin transport for the thin films.

Among the Heusler alloys, Ni–Mn–Ga single crystals exhibit giant magnetic field-induced strains (MFISs) of ~6% (load-free) in the tetragonal martensitic phase and of ~10% in the orthorhombic martensitic phase as a result of the martensitic twin-variant reorientation induced by magnetic field, mechanical stress, and/or temperature. This reorientation may also lead to a characteristic change in electrical resistivity due to crystallographic anisotropy. Here, it turns to a physically interesting and technologically important question, i.e., whether the reorientation of martensitic twin variants in the single crystals can also induce an MR effect or not. Such an issue would be especially crucial to exploring the multifunctionality of the single crystals.

In this work, we investigate the MR effect in a Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{29}$Ga$_{21}$ single crystal over a broad temperature range from 230 to 315 K, which covers the room temperature (298 K). Our experiments reveal both positive and negative MR effects, each of ~25% in magnitude, in response to a relatively low magnetic field of 1.2 T. Besides, the underlying mechanism for such interesting effects, which is essentially different from other mechanisms proposed so far, is the reorientation of martensitic twin variants induced by magnetic field plus the electrical resistivity anisotropy.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Plate-shaped Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{29}$Ga$_{21}$ single crystal, with dimensions of 11.500(l) × 3.221(w) × 0.487(t) mm$^3$ (where l=length, w=width, and t=thickness), crystallographic orientations of [001], [100], and [010] along the l-, w-, and t-directions, respectively, and a load-free MFIS of 5.6% at room temperature, was supplied by AdaptaMat Ltd. in Finland. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic diagram of the single crystal, detailing its crystallographic orientations and the directions of applied magnetic field (H) and electric current (I), according to the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. The single crystal in the martensitic phase was determined by the 001 fiber and the application of magnetic field.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic diagram of the single crystal, showing its crystallographic orientations and the directions of applied magnetic field (H) and electric current (I) according to the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. $H_y$ and $H_z$ denote the H applied along the t- and l-directions of the single crystal in the y- and z-axes, respectively.
mined to be tetragonal with the lattice parameters of \(a=b=0.594\) nm and \(c=0.560\) nm using the x-ray diffraction technique (Bruker AXS D8 Advance) at room temperature. The electrical resistivity (\(\rho\)) as functions of \(H\) and temperature (\(T\)) were measured based on a four-electrode method with \(I\) applied along the \(l\)-direction in the \(z\)-axis using the Hall measurement method (Lakeshore 7607). In this work, two different directions of \(H\) were studied, including the one applied along the \(t\)-direction in the \(y\)-axis (denoted as \(H_{y0}\)) and the one applied along the \(l\)-direction in the \(z\)-axis (denoted as \(H_{z0}\)). The MR effect was evaluated from the measured \(p-H-T\) data using the relations \(MR_p=\frac{\rho(H_z)-\rho(H_{y0}=1.2\ T)}{\rho(H_{z0}=1.2\ T)}\) and \(MR_n=\frac{\rho(H_z)-\rho(H_{y0}=1.2\ T)}{\rho(H_{y0}=1.2\ T)}\) for the positive and negative MR effects, respectively (where \(H=1.2\ T\) was used to preset an initial nearly single-variant state in the single crystal, to be addressed in Sec. III). The dependence of the MR values on the spatial angle (\(\theta\)) between the directions of \(H\) and \(I\) was acquired from the \(p-H\) data by rotating the single crystal (also the direction of \(I\)) in the Hall measurement system at room temperature.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the measured \(p-T\) curves under \(H=1.2\ T\) applied along the \(t\)-direction in the \(y\)-axis (\(H_{y0}\) case) and along the \(l\)-direction in the \(z\)-axis (\(H_{z0}\) case) for the heating and cooling sequences. It is clear that the transition points at which \(\rho\) changes abruptly are nearly independent of the direction of \(H\). These points can be associated with the austenite start \((A_s)=314\ K\), austenite finish \((A_f)=316\ K\), martensite start \((M_s)=308\ K\), and martensite finish \((M_f)=306\ K\), giving rise to the \(p-T\) hysteresis loops around the first-order martensite–austenite phase transformation \((T=306-316\ K)\).

In details, for the martensitic phase \((T<306\ K)\), there is a great difference in \(\rho\) between the \(H_{y0}\) and \(H_{z0}\) cases, while there is no observable difference in \(\rho\) for the two cases in the austenitic phase \((T>316\ K)\). It is recalled that the easy crystallographic axis (or the \(c\)-axis) in the martensitic phase of Ni–Mn–Ga single crystals is always the preferential direction for \(H\); this assumes that if the martensitic twin variants are not locked (i.e., the magnetization vectors can rotate away from the \(c\)-axis), \(H\) (\(\sim 1.2\ T\)) is sufficiently large to produce a reorientation of martensitic twin variants.\(^{15}\)

To give an insight into the influence of \(H\) on the configuration of martensitic twin variants, we have also measured the dimensional change in the single crystal in response to \(H_{y0}\) and \(H_{z0}\) at room temperature. It has been observed that the single crystal exhibits the longest dimensions of \(12.150\times 3.061\times 0.485\ mm^3\) for the \(H_{y0}\) case and the shortest dimensions of \(11.500\times 3.221\times 0.487\ mm^3\) for the \(H_{z0}\), giving the relative length ratio of \(0.947\). This ratio agrees well with the lattice \(c/a\) ratio of 0.943, indicating that the single crystal possesses two distinct nearly single-variant states, i.e., the \(H_{y0}\)-induced “the longest” state with the \(c\)-axis parallel to the \(t\)-direction in the \(y\)-axis (denoted as state “L”) and the \(H_{z0}\)-induced “the shortest” state with the \(c\)-axis parallel to the \(l\)-direction in the \(z\)-axis (denoted as state “S”). In other words, both \(H_{y0}\) and \(H_{z0}\), each having a sufficiently large magnitude of \(1.2\ T\), are capable of presetting the two distinct initial nearly single-variant states (i.e., states L and S) in the single crystal. Therefore, the observed great difference in \(\rho\) for the martensitic phase \((T<306\ K)\) between the \(H_{y0}\) and \(H_{z0}\) cases (Fig. 2) mainly originates from the electrical resistivity anisotropy.

Figure 3 shows the positive and negative MRs as a function of \(H\) at room temperature (298 K). Prior to the measurement of positive MR, an \(H_{y0}\) of \(1.2\ T\) was applied to preset the initial nearly single-variant state L (the longest state) with the \(c\)-axis parallel to the \(y\)-axis so that the subsequent application of \(H\) in the range of 0–1.2 T along the \(z\)-axis generates the positive MR as shown in Fig. 3(a). Similarly, the use of an \(H_{z0}\) of \(1.2\ T\) along the \(z\)-axis presets the initial nearly single-variant state S (the shortest state) with the \(c\)-axis parallel to the \(z\)-axis so that the subsequent application of \(H\) in the range of 0–1.2 T along the \(y\)-axis generates the negative MR as shown in Fig. 3(b). From Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), no obvious MRs are seen for \(H\) up to \(\sim 0.55\ T\). Once \(H\) is beyond this critical value, the positive and negative MRs develop rapidly and become saturated at 26.6 and \(-25.2\%\) at a moderate \(H\) of \(\sim 1.0\ T\), re-

---

**FIG. 2.** (Color online) Measured electrical resistivity-temperature (\(p-T\)) curves at \(H_{y0}=1.2\ T\) and \(H_{z0}=1.2\ T\) during heating and cooling.

**FIG. 3.** (Color online) (a) Positive and (b) negative MRs as a function of applied magnetic field \((H)\) at room temperature (298 K) based on the initial nearly single-variant states L and S preset by \(H_{y0}=1.2\ T\) and \(H_{z0}=1.2\ T\), respectively. The inset shows the load-free dc MFIS curve of the single crystal.
nearly single-variant state L compared to the state S. The reorientation of martensitic twin variants and the electrical resistivity anisotropy, mostly due to the magnetic field-induced reorientation of martensitic twin variants with electrical resistivity anisotropy, is an important issue. The maximum load-free dc MFIS of 5.6% at room temperature, it is observed that the positive saturation MRs are significantly larger than the maximum load-free dc MFIS of 5.6% at room temperature, it is believed that the occurrence of such large saturation MRs are mostly due to the magnetic field-induced reorientation of martensitic twin variants and the electrical resistivity anisotropy, instead of a follow-up result of the MFIS.

Figure 4 plots the T-dependence of positive and negative saturation MRs based on the preset initial nearly single-variant states L and S, respectively. It is seen that the positive saturation MR of ~26.6% is developed in the T-range from 230 to 315 K, while the negative saturation MR of ~25.2% is from 260 to 315 K. For comparison, Ni–Mn–Ga alloys usually show the largest MRs during the narrow martensitic–austenitic phase transformation.

Figure 5 shows the saturation MR as a function of spatial angle (θ) between H and I for different magnitudes of H at room temperature (298 K) based on the preset initial nearly single-variant state S. It is noted that the direction of H was maintained along the z-axis, while that of I was kept along the l-direction of the single crystal so that θ was obtained by rotating the single crystal (also I) with respect to H. It is found that the MR value varies periodically with θ. The saturation MR has a periodic change between 0 and ~−25% for every 180° or half cycle of θ. The reason can be explained by the periodic reorientation of the twin variants. Moreover, the magnitude of the MR value is controllable by H, e.g., −25.2% at H=1.2 T, −19.8% at H=0.8 T, and −14.3% at H=0.6 T.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied the MR effect in a ferromagnetic shape memory Ni50Mn29Ga21 single crystal as functions of applied magnetic field, temperature, and crystallographic orientation. Interestingly large positive and negative MRs, each of ~25% depending on the initial state of martensitic twin variants as well as the direction and magnitude of applied magnetic field, have been observed in a wide temperature range varying about room temperature (298 K) from 230 to 315 K at a relatively small magnetic field of 1.2 T. This specific MR effect has been found to originate from the magnetic field-induced reorientation of martensitic twin variants with electrical resistivity anisotropy in the single crystal.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Negative saturation MR as a function of spatial angle (θ) between the directions of applied magnetic field (H) and electric current (I) for different magnitudes of H at room temperature (298 K) based on the initial nearly single-variant state S preset by \( H_{0s} = 1.2 \) T.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Temperature (T) dependence of (a) positive and (b) negative saturation MRs based on the initial nearly single-variant states L and S preset by \( H_{0l} = 1.2 \) T and \( H_{0s} = 1.2 \) T, respectively.